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l.i Within recent years, much interest has been shown in the
mathematical theory for finding the input impedance of various types
of antenna configurations. There have been quit© a number of different
theories, or methods, advanced for finding both the self impedance of
a wire antenna and the mutual impedance of two such antennas.
Since wire or tubular antennas are usually operated near resonance
such that the currents to a fair degree of approximation may be assumed
"1»2»3»4»6»10»11»39»4^
to be distributed sinusoidally from the ends( ),
provided the rasius a satisfies the inequalities
ka<<i, a<<l, k - p, (l)
g.1 being the length of the antenna, one of the older methods for
deriving formulas for antenna impedances postulated such a current
distribution. However, as the radius becomes quite appreciable with
respect to the wave length corresponding to the frequency of operation,
the current distribution departs considerably from the sinusoidal.
Thus, theories arose in which the a priori current distribution was
not assumed to be known.
One of the better known methods was proposed by S. A. Schelkunoff,
who considered the solution of Maxwell's electromagnetic field equations
1* 17»42»44»T1»78
and matched the fields at the boundaries
(
). In
this manner, he arrived at a terminal admittance which could be
evaluated by a series of fractional order Bessel functions. Since
the series converged rather slowly, he approximated the input impedance
of a hollow cylindrical antenna by finding an inverse terminal impedance
by the classical method for a vanishingly thin bi-conical antenna

whose current could be legitimately considered sinusoidal and then used
non-uniform transmission line theory for finding the impedance( ).
Schel!<unoff ' 3 method has been slightly modified by J. R. 'Ginnery
and associates to include effects of the input configuration upon the
impedance( ).
13»76
In iP3o"3e, 2. Hallen published his now famous papers( ) in
which he solved for the input impedance of a cylindrical antenna by
assuming a continuity of the vector potential across the slice generator
and a discontinuity of the scalar potential across the slice, resulting
in an integral equation which he solved bv successive approximations,
expanding in terms of the parameter
n alnSk . ( 2 )
In 1941, J. A. Stratton and L. J. Chu considered the problem from
72»73»74
the point of view of forced oscillations! ). Their solutions
were arrived at by matching the fields at the boundaries.
The interpretation of Hallen' s method by others led to the general
opinion that certain modifications were necessary to bring the theoretical
9»16#T809»41»44»46»46»76
results into agreement with measured results( ).
However, Hallen has shown recently that none of the published curves
24 » 28 » 29
attributed to hira were actually in accordance with his theory( ),
and that his theory does check with measurements.
Hallen also shows that the current wave travels with a variable
24
phase velocity, speeding up as the end of the wire is approached( ).
Thus, the attenuation is not exponential. In fact, he contends that it
is not at all proper to consider an inductance and capacitance per
unit length for an antenna.
It is apparent that there is still some difference of opinion
as to the better method of finding the self impedance of an antenna.
•
i*a A single antenna radiates energy in directions other than
that desired in point to point oomunioation service. Thus means of
inoreasing the directivity were sought.
During 1937-33, S. Ud*( ), H. Yagi^ ), and K. Tani^ ) investigated
the possibility of using parasitio radiators for inoreasing the directivity
and gain in a desired direction. Suoh a parasitio array has become
known as a Yagi array,
Many measurements have been published for the radiation resistance
/ 66» 66» 63\
and mutual impedance of beam antennas* '• Also, much literature
has appesred on the problem of determining the mutual impedances




One of the first methods investigated was that of P. S. Carter v '.
He used what has become knovm as the induoed e f m.f. method, assuming
sinusoidally distributed currents. However, Carter considered only
fl»4\
half-wave antennas. S. A. Sohelkunoff and A. Aharoni v / have extended
Carter* s method to two antennas of equal length but not restricted
to half-wave antennas.
/6»7»8»9» io» 11*
Charles W. Harrison, Jr.
I
) has considered numerous
array configurations by means of an integral equation method due to
/11»27»31\
Ronold W. P. King v ) and himself. This method is essentially
a modification of Hallen's method in which the antennas are assumed
to be driven by slice generators, firstly in phase, and secondly in
phase opposition.
Although he states that his method is possible of extension to
any number of ooplanar antennas of arbitrary lengths, in the oase of

a Yagi array, Harrison actually oarries through the solution only for
two ©laments. Sinoe this method doss not assume an a BElSEi current
distribution, the computation of the mutual impedance of a pair of
elements in fixed position varies with the addition of new elements.
In other words, as the number of elements is inoreased, the entire
solution of the system of integral equations must be oarried out by
the method of successive approximations. Thus one immediately discards
the method if it is desired to compute the input impedance of a multi-
element parasitic array.
Furthermore, experimental measurements by W. E. Stoney( ) of the
mutual impedaaae of a pair of half-wave antennas at various spaoings
checked with computations by Carter's method much more closely than
computations by Harrison's method^ '. Also., measured values made
upon a three element beam were found by Stoney^ ' to oheok fairly well
with values computed by Carter's circuit method. However, Stoney stated
that he did not have available a formula for the mutual impedance of
two parallel elements each normal to the line of centers and of unequal
length as required for the solution of a tuned Yagi array, and hence
he maintained all elements of the same length,
i*s After searching the literature for a method whereby an engineer
oould solve for the approximate input impedance of a Yagi array, it
was decided to fall back upon the conventional a priori sinusoidally
distributed currents. This assumption is a good approximation to the
actual current distribution as long as inequalities 1. 1(1) are satisfied
and provided the lengths are in the neighborhood of a half-wave. This
is partially verified by the agreement between measured and computed
'
results for a three element, horizontally oriented, Yagi array above
an imperfect ground.
Also, after carrying through the derivations herein, a British
report v ' edited by B. Starnooki and E e Fitch was located which listed
a formula for the mutual impedance of two parallel elements of unequal
length with each normal to the line of centers, and which gave a comparison
of values computed by this formula with experimental results. Again the
comparison was quite favorable. Although no derivation of the formula
was given, it was stated that the formula was derived by J. H. Tait by
Aharoni's method of extending Carter's circuit theory for assumed
sinusoidal currents*- '. This formula is identical with one which appears
herein as a special case of the formula derived for the mutual impedance
of two parallel- staggered antennas of unequal length, and which is
applied in a numerical solution.
1.4 It is now proposed to derive a formula for the mutual impedance
of two straight cylindrical antennas of unequal length and of an arbitrary
orientation. The antennas will be assumed to be of half-lengths 1 1
and 1 2 , to have radii a^ and a2 , and to satisfy the inequalities
ka1<<i, ka2<<i, a1<<l 1 , a2<<l 2 . (*)
The problem will be formulated as an extension of fundamental circuit
theory, that is, starting with Ohm's law for fields, the generalized
field circuit will be developed for two meshes, and then, postulating
sinusoidally distributed currents, double line integrals will be derived
for the mutual impedances.
The double li^.e integral expressions will be generalized to give

6the mutual impedance of two wires carrying currents whose phase relations
are functions of position. It will be shown that the generalized mutual
impedances are symmetric in the subscripts.
l.
s
In carrying out the integrations for the standing wave case,
the most general case that can be integrated by rigorous methods is that
for two parallel- staggered antennas of unequal lengths* However, the
more general formula is obtained by an approximation method analogous
with curve fitting which is believed to yield quite good results.
The rigorously integrated parallel-staggered case will yield both
the parrallel case and the collinear case, the former being the one
desired for the Yagi array. The formula for the parallel case oheoks
(63N
with published results both for antennas of unequal length ' and for
antennas of equal length^ '. The oollinear case will be used in
indicating a procedure for solving for the input impedanoe of a Yagi
array operated on its harmonic frequencies.
Also it will be shown how one should consider the effects of an
imperfect ground upon the input impedance. As an illustration, the
theory will be checked against the numerical solution of a three element
Yagi array designed for operation on 14.2s megacycles per second,
taking into consideration the finite conductivity and dielectric
constant of the local earth, and the results will be compared with
measured values. The comparison proves to be gratifying. For
consistency, the self impedances will be found by the conventional
method employed herein.
It should La pointed out that although comparisons have been made

by previous investigators, they were made upon half-length vertical
antennas immediately above an artificial highly conducting ground and
thus did not simulate the actual operating conditions of a horizontal
array.
l.j* Also, the generalized double line integral will be integrated
to give the mutual impedance between two parallel wires of equal length,
assumed to be carrying unattenuated travelling waves of current in phase
opposition. Then, as in the case of standing waves, the mutual impedance
formula will be applied, in the same manner customarily used in applying
Neumann's formula for lumped inductances, for finding the intrinsic
impedance of a single wire in free space assumed to be carrying a
travelling wave of current. The resistive component of this impedance
is identical with the radiation resistance of such a wire as derived
by integration of the Poynting vector over a spherical * surface surrounding
( z )the wire v '.
The results will be interpreted physically in terms of an open wire
transmission line assumed to act as if it were terminated in its
characteristic impedance. This yields an expression for the radiation
impedance of an open wire transmission line, which expression vanishes
in the limit as the line spacing tends to zero. This, of course,
neglects the attenuation of the current and thus does not give the
same expression for the radiation resistance of a transmission line
(21)
as derived by J. E. Storer and R. W. P. King v ', who used a series
expansion approximation in carrying out their integrations.
Also, the results will be used in deriving an expression for the
(62N
approximate input impedance of a Beverage v ' wave antenna.

8ljj As in the oase of standing waves, the most general oase that
oan be integrated rigorously for the mutual impedanoe of two wires
oarrying unattenuated travelling waves of current is that for parallel-
staggered wires. These results will be interpreted in suoh a manner as
to give the ooupling and radiation impedanoe of parallel transmission
lines within the same vicinity, eaoh line being terminated in its
characteristic impedance,
i.e Itae to the generality of the problems involved, veotor geometry
will be used throughout the developments.
1.9 The following symbols are used in the remaining portion of
the terfc*
el 1 * vector axis of antenna one
2l 2 vector axis of antenna two
a^ » unit veotor
r12 - veotor from any point on axis of antenna one to any point
axis of antenna two
?
c
vector from oentroid of antenna one to centreid of antenna two
h m vector operator del
A^ vector operator de^tii which adds k8 times a vector to the
gradient of the divergence of the vector
k -*- * o>vu e wave number
RQ » v^2- ison ohms - intrinsic impedanoe of free space





10 ^"9 ^arads Per meter » permitivity of free space
A * retarded vector potential

a m conductivity in mhos per meter
I current density in amperes per square meter
J * current density in amperes per meter
I • ourrent in amperes
I' the complex conjugate of I




B » electric field strength in volts per meter
Sy-" vector from the oentroid of antenna one to any point-on the
positive axis of antenna one
s2 • vector from oentroid of antenna two to any point on the
positive axis of antenna two











oentroid of vector axis of antenna one
positive terminus of vector axis of antenna tone
negative terminus of vector axis of antenna two
oentroid of vector axis of antenna two
positive terminus of vector axis of antenna two
distance from P21 to any point on vector axis of antenna one
distance from P20 to any point on vector axis of antenna one
distance from P22 to any point on vector axis of antenna one
the projeotidn of the line of centers veotor upon antenna one
projection of one of the nine diagonal lengths upon antenna one
Yai value of i , for parallel antennas

10
f^ one of the nine diagonal lengths between the points P* .*
**ij" ^il " ^ij *>or Parall«l antennas
r • Greek letter she
2 la * impedance reflected into antenna one by the current in
antenna two
» »»
Z1B,Z le* portions of S 12
(r,©,$) « spherical coordinates
lr,(J,i) cylindrical coordinates
Ci cosine integral function
8i • sine integral function




a. i Ohm's law for fields is( )
cr
in whioh
E - i + ij , i - i f(P).
11
(0
Now, E is the applied field and henoe the line integral
/E -dr
will be assumed to be independent of the path of integration, whereas, B^
is the induced field or that portion of the. total field whioh arises
from the current densities within the circuit and is given by( )
with
in whioh
a - A*?- dv
*nr81
Thus, assuming f(P) i for P within (o b)
- £{? r ) for P within (b c)
e
the circuit equation beoomes( )





the subsoript upon the veotor operator, del, indicating the differentiation
to be at point P 1 „
a. a At high frequencies the ourrent densities may be written as
(i»s»e%







is known as the penetration depth. Equation 2.1(4) may then be written
*o " ^J i J%-CVi- * k2 ]I (1)
with
8 **ris
and RQ the intrinsic impedance of free space, and in which the surfaoe
of integration is that of the wire of radius a • If the ourrent is
sufficiently isolated such that the current may be assumed uniformly
distributed around the surfaoe of the wire, and if
ka<<\
it is permissible to write
I » anaJ
and
1 - £ ie:
3krgldr g . (a)
Thus, if R8 is the surfaoe resistivity, and if the veotor operator
deltil is defined as




equation (l) may be written
13
( 3 )
Taking the scalar product with the complex conjugate of -Idr,
,
|E -I f(P,)»dr 1 =
-jkr.
M^!V(^)| 2dr, J2oiIoLVf (p2 )f(Pir^ [e4_i2d?2j . d?i . (4)
21
Integrating (4) to obtain the power input, defining
V =
-j£ I 'dr,
as the applied voltage, and
as the ohiaic resistance, and recalling that the applied field is assumed
to be conservative, the input impedance defined as
'in l
becomes
zin " Zi + OF^f(P 2)f(Pi)'^[^r-^d?J-d?i1*21
in which
Z a = RaCi+j)
is the internal impedance of the conductor.
(6)




*2 " ? S - ?02 » d? 2 a d? 2 » et°.
Also, let
*i = i s il*5 = s i&:>
s 2 » |s 2 |a2 = s 2a2 , etc.
Following the same procedure as in 2. 2, one now has
Ai = /b 91 4^/ / ' ds3 J $ - 99 \ ? / ds 2 (1)u *»r3i a 4Jir 21
and
-jkr
b inr12 d 4nr42
(2)
After substituting into 2,2(3), integrating for the power inputs,
and striking out "^-I^ and ^—
1
2» respectively, one obtains the circuit
equations*
V 2 I iijf^ef(P 1 )f(Pa)^ 2[5l^dS 1 j-ds 2 ^
t Io2jJf///(P 4 )f(P2)'A lb [2-- -di j-di a + Z a j (4)d d
or
V, - I i*n I02Z 12
^2 * ^01^21 *" ^ 2^22
(•)
Hence, the impedances may be written
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k b d r 21
Z„ - ^^f(Pi)»f(P3 )^[2~^ds 3 ].ds, + Z, (e)
2 22 - ^^°f(P 2 )»f(P4)S 2[^^fdiJ-di 2 * Z 2 (9)
It may be observed that as formulated above, the impedances are
not symmetric in the subscripts unless the current distribution
functions are real, that is, unless the currents are every where in
time phase within the circuits. Also, it should be noted that the self
impedances are the mutual impedances between the axes and surface
elements, whioh is to be expected, since the paths of integration are
chosen in the conventional manner to avoid the infinite reactance of
a circuit of dimensionless cross section. It may further be observed
that equations (e) to (a), inclusive, are the basic equations for the
well known induced e,m.f. method for determining antenna impedances,
although as usually formulated, the current functions are required to
be real.
/l»3^
2.4 The reciprocity theorem^ ' implies that
Zai » Z12 • (1)
However, this is not apparent from 2.3(e) and 2.3(7) for the more
general cases, as the integrands are not necessarily equivalent.
Perhaps a closer examination of the graddiv terms will lead to a better
insight into this problem.

16
Consider the case of two wire antennas with f(P^ and f(P2 )
assumed to be real functions. Now construct a spherical coordinate





*i # a2 » 2 1»(a21oos© 2 - a^sinGj,) - ,
rfrr -jkr.
/- - w d ©~3kr2i
21 r21
81 r21
(3?- -^^M^-a^) , (2)
Since
a2*a21 " oos©2
Si(ft&a81 ) 2l°*»2^r^:0089 * " . 2 AiB&sl«2 21 <«)

But
a2,a©2 3 - sin6 2
hence
Mi # (»8a-T )
r2l
rokr 81




21 x 21 r2i^r 21 si
(4)
Thus, it may be observed that the vector
= ,e-Jkr 2iM— <^2 )
r21
contains three coplanar components, one in the direction of the current
element ds2 , a second in the radial direction toward the element ds^,
and a third normal to the second.
From (4),
e~Jkr2i- x












'( ai* ai2)^7r -,» + C(a2-a<n )(a1.atj 1 ) ?7-^:— 2-p-I2d^"l2 M2
9
, J. (e)






*i'£(Mi' a2 rgl )] - ag'CSala'*!—r^~J s
ai ,a«2 ai'S^^
l2* a©l a ii' a6 2
de~0kr2i
' -°r 2i r2 ,
(?)
To show that the determinant on the right in (7) vanishes id cally, write
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a1 = a12(a12«a1 ) + ael (a^,«a 1 ) (e)
and
*2 ' 521 (a2^a2 ) + ae2(£o2 -a2 ) , (9)
form the scalar products a^*a2 and a2*a\, respectively, and subtract
(





- 1 - - re"^1
"
12 « i - / n
A-,1— ds2 J»ds 2 = A 8 [
—
ds 1 J»ds 2 . (io)r 21 r 12
Substitution of (io) into 2.3(e) shows that equation (i) holds
for the case under consideration.
Now, a closer examination of 2.1(e) shows that Z^n is dependent
upon the order of the selection of the two paths of integration.
However, neither current path is actually along the axis and one should
certainly make no distinction between the two paths. To eliminate this
anomaly, Z^n will be taken as the arithmetic mean of the values obtained
by the two possible orders of path selections. Since
J[f(P 1 ) l f(P8 ) f(P 8 )'f(Pi)] - Re[f(P 1 )'f(P2 )J = Re[f(P 2 )'f(P 1 )J ,
in view of (to), the expression for Z^n becomes
*^0 J3 ./» a "~<D^**2T
Zin - z i + J r h $> ReCf(Pi)'f(P B )] M * rgl dr^'dr,. («)
The other formulas will be modified so that they conform with (n).
Thus:
— ikr
Z^'jf ^^ Re[f(P,)»f(P 2 )] 2i[ 9 r^
gl
dia]'ds 1 (12)
*o c e 3 e~3 12
Z 2i = 1 IT /b /d Re[f(P2) , f(Pi)3 A a [ — ds\]-ds 2 (is)
- ikr
Z11 = J F K ^b R»Cf ( pi) ,f (pa>3 A 1 [2-_
3
ids
a J.di, Z, (i4)
- ikr
Z 22 = j g
2 fd J*d Re[f(P 2)'f(P4 )] A 2[~--lfdi 4 J-ds 2 Z 2 («)

19
The resulting formulas (iz) to (ie), inclusive, are perfectly
symmetric in the subscripts and hence
holds for any two wire antennas even though the currents are not every




MUTUAL IMPEDANCE OF OPEN WIRE ANTENNAS
3. 1 In an attempt to determine the mutual impedance of any
two symmetrically fed open wire antennas of arbitrary orientations,
assume antenna one of length 21^ and antenna two of length 2l 2 . Furthermore,
let their directions be indicated by the unit vectors & 1 and a2 ,
respectively, In other words, antenna one is represented by the vector
21^ and antenna two by 2l 2 . Let rc be the vector from P 20 , the mid-point
of antenna two, to P 10 , the mid-point of antenna one. Let s 2 be the
vector from P 2Q to any point within the interval (P2oP22 ) , and let
s, be from P 10 to any point within the interval (PioP}2)» Let ** 21
be the vector from the terminus of s 2 to the terminus of s^. Then
?2i ' ? c + "i ~ s 2 ("0
and
(*)
Fl ?u re 4.
3.
g
For symmetrically fed antennas of dimensionless cross section,
it is well known ( ) that the currents are distributed sinusoidally from
the ends of the antennas. Hence, the current distributions may be writtem

21
I, - I-^sinkd-L-s.,) for PU-J within (P-, P 12 )
3 I^sinkd^+s,) for P(s 1 ) within (P 1tP 1o )
( 3 )
I 3 3 I^sinkdg-Sg) for P(s 2 ) within (P 20P22 )
» I 2msink(l 2+s 2 ) for P(s 2 ) within (P 21P 20 )
Thus, from 2.4(12) and 2.4(13), in terms of the input currents
for symmetrically fed antennas, the mutual impedances become;
Z 2i " k sinkl , sinklJ# sink(l 1+ 8,)|[/ 20sink(l 2*s 2 ) +/sink(l 2-s 2 )
]
*\r V). r 21 ^20
W-^-TT^tj'd^j J /p^sinkd^sOJt/p^ainkdg+Sg)
<J J.
P22 e"J^r i2 ] 1
+/p20
Sink(l 2-s 2 )jE2[—P^— dSl ]«d8 B j J (*)
s "I30 i * 20 r 10 12
Z i2 " k sinkl,, sinkl 2pP sink(l 2+s2 ) If/p^sinkd-,-^) + £ sink(l,-s 1 )]
s _
— jkr 2 ^ -i * 22 c *io
*i£ r g , ds 2 j*d? 1 { J / sink(l 2-s 2 )fi[/ sinkdi+s-J +•" J P20 rn
/12 . = «-jkr2 , »4/p^sink(l T-s 1 )]A 1 [^-F2T-d^,].ds 1H (e)
In order that physical symmetry in the final mutual impedances
may be assured and in order to facilitate certain integrations, the
final form of the impedances again will be taken as
Z21 » Z 12 - i[Z21*Z 12 ] . (e)
a.
a
For reference in carrying out the integrations, the well known
integration formulas will be listedt^ '
/ g °osk(rn+ t ) ds - Cik(r08+«E) - Oik(r01+Il ) (i)






^Q* 2 ) dz = Sik(r02+z 2 ) - Siklro^zO (a)




= +ra*z? r01 - it z+z y z , ro2 - Vr*+ z
*
Oi(x) » -£ 22S*dz . Si(x) = 7^-^dz .
3.4 Letting
-jkr 21 "jkr 12
Si Si(gi*Ai rgi ) and g 2 = S2(Sa .S a2__) ,










S2 » -&i*aa ria .
Hence, from the vector identity for the gradient of the pr oduct of
two scalars,
- > "Okr ia
sink(l 2+s 2 )A 2(A 2 ' ds,) = -sink(l 2+s 2 )A 2g,ds 1r 12
3
-A 2 [g,sinkU 2+s 2) ds i3 g 1 A 2sink(l 2+s 2 )ds 1
"




sirik(l z-s z )l z(Z z
'—Z ) " -£ 2 [g-jsinkU2- s 2) ds -J -a 2kg 1 cosk(l 2-s 2 )ds 1 . (2)r 12
Thus,
[>? 20 sink(l 2+ s 2 ) Z gg sink(l 2-s 2 )]A 2 (A 2 '
e 18
<is.,)'ds s
*21 r 20 "12
= k[/p
2
°cosk(l 2+s 2 ) - /p
22
cosk(l 2-s 2 )]g\ds 2 -ds,, . (3)r 21 ^20

23
Also, int ' tig arts:
ka [j£ 20 sink(l 2+s 2 ) + Z 2 - ; sinlc(l P-s 2)J^ -ds-,«di 8r 21 "gO 1
2
a ^i a ^|i-, + — 2Coskl 2 —r J
r
.
i o r o i * on^21
P.
*20
+ [/fecosk(l 2+s2 ) - /p cosk(l 2-s 2 ) Jg 2ds 2 (.ds 1
in which
r 22 is the distance from P22 to P(s n )
f 2l is the distance from P 2 -, to P(s.j)
f 2o its the distance from P 2 to P(i T )




<jv = cink(l 2+s 2 )ds 2 dv' = sink(l 2-s 2 )ds 2





!?r,>i HiC^sinkd.t-ST) + /p ]*sink(l,-s., ) Ja 2sinki-5 sinkl 2 t r 51 r io
-.1^22 -jkf21 -3^r 20










. P l2 , , - ^ p )
inkl, Sinkl g( P^l ., Sink(1^ S^ + /FloSink(l,-sOJa,
* [/p^ (5!*g2)cosk(i 2+s 2 )ds 2 - j^ E(gVg 2 )cosk(l 2-s 2 )ds 2 Jds, J21 " P 2
and similarly,
= T30 I , » 20 . #^22 / \ l-
Z i2 -r-% -^ »[/p sink(l 2+ s 2 ) + /p sink(l 2-s 2 )Ja nsmkl i sinKi 2 L P 21 r 20
re




+ —, _ 2cosklT
—
r Jds s I
* sinkl^l 2i [C Sink(1^ Sa) + 4"BiBk(1-— )iS«
• C/p (ii + ?, 2 ) cosk ( 1 i + s T) ds i - /p (ii + g2 )cosk(lT-s 1 )ds 1 Jds 2 |




At this point it should be instructive to examine (b) for a
physical interpretation of the various terms involved. A study of
*
the method of deriving 2.3(7) shows that the mutual impedance has been




in which TJT 21 is the mutual complex power given by the integration of
the negative electric field from antenna two against the complex
conjugate of the current in antenna one.
/ 1» 17 \
Schelkunoff^ / has shown that the electric field from a
sinusoidally distributed current has two components in cylindrical





Er = - j solUcoskl,^—2_ cote - 2-1—I-ootG-, 2l2_££cot9 2 ]
Thus, the first term of (e) may be readily identified as arising
from the component of the axial field from antenna two taken in the
direction of antenna one. It will be shown that the second term is
equivalent to the integration of the radial component of the field from
t*io against the ourrent in one, that is, it will be shown that

25
(I 1+g£ ).d3 1 = -[S2x(S2xS :! 2--^_f2)J. dii ( 9 )
the vector within the bracket of the right member obviously being
normal to a2 .
Consider:
(Si+ia) ,5 i - gi + (a 1 «S2 )g2
x [a,.A 1+ (a,.a2 )(a2 .S 2)J^^21
Hence,
r- - /- - w- - m d ""e"«5
kr6i




-t(&!)'a2 )(3 2 .a21 ) - a 1 *a21 ]r-— —dr21 r 21
=
-a1 '[a2(a2-asl ) - (V£2)a81]gp-- «"jkr^
** ilex*
(Ii+fs) - *! - -a1*[a2x(a2x2 1)]2-F—i2 ( 10 )
and (a) follows.








in consequence of (&) and (9), (e) may be writtem
**io ,
. J12
M fgg f gi -^coskl 2e fgQ - ] (12)
- S[2±!2 jLa&la a^2i Ll^a_ - 2ooskl g^
kfa0
.*«<>•*« j j.dl,






with a similar expression for Z 12 . However, the radial component of
(12) is not readily integrable.




ar »a 1 » a »a2 = C1 )
» It
and the mutual impedances are given by














Zna 3 l/P sink(l 2+s 2 ) / sinkClg-Bg)]* 21 r20
L i.' - + "-i—" scosfcl-j 2-—r ]ds 2M2 r^, r ir,0
(s)
-
As a matter of fact, after carrying out the integrations for either
»
Z 12 or Z 21 , the resulting formula is perfectly symmetric in 1^ and 1 2 .
Hence, in this case physical symmetry is assured by carrying out only
one set of integrations, that is , one may express
7 - 7 - J 30 A (B \
*si - 4*2 - Sinki 1 sink!,/ 2^ ^ ;
Of course, even in the general easel, if all integrations coul
.
be rigorously completed, in view of 2,4(1), one could be assured of
physical symmetry in the resulting formula even though some of the
projections which arise may seem to indicate otherwise.
The logical procedure seems to be to integrate rigorously for Z 21 ,
and in t he general case, to write, £ 12 by analogy with 2 21 , and to




After integrating rigorously for the parallel- staggered case,
the integrations will be attempted for the quasi-parallel case,
following which, the formulas will be required to reduce to thosa for
the parallel-staggered case and to fulfil such other conditions as
beoome apparent from a study of 3.4(12).
For the quasi-parallel case, let
n * a\ • a2 £ 1
and from the additions of 3.*(fi) and 3.4(e) , one obtains
t f
-Js|-»inkl,sinkl 2 [2 1!B+l2 1 j ' n[J, 8 + Z2 , ]
20 10
i 4 $x> (gi+6a)aink(l 1+l 2+a 1+8g)ds 1dss
"20 "12
~/p J*P (Si*52) sink(-l'j +l2+ s !,*82 )ds 1ds 2 (e)T * 21 *5.o
?22 f\O t . , \* .
~*V Jv (gl+S2) Sink ( 1 l-l2+S l* 8 2) d8 lds8r 20 * 11
^22 12
4/p Jp (gi^g2 )sink(-l 1-l 2+s,+s2 )ds 1de 2
* 20 * 10
a.e To integrate 3. B(,3), first write
r22 " ?o ~ *2 + 8a
*80 - ?C + B l
f21 " ? * *« + »1
and break them into three mutually normal components, respectively.
Thus, if
1





r22 - i[V(Vl2)3Mv (Vle)^V(?c-lg)*sJ 2
To reduce the lengths to the form for applying formulas 3 , 3( ^
to 3.3(4), ohoose the origin^ respectively, suoh that
f°r *22» 2 * 8 5+si'Uo"^)
for r^, a - Si**!*?©
Equation s,«(») then becomes
aV(rc-l s )
Z21 * j/.i^^.Cro-l^ si*k[li-»V(rc-l a )]
1 £r<Vl»>
sinktl^a^ir^l^^jj-^— ds
r "-x * c




3^ 7 Since all terras of 3.6(e) are of the type
* 2 e"
jkro
B » / sink(A+z)—— -da
2 i ro
time will be saved by integrating (1) by 3.3(1) to 3.3(4) and using




B « J-j»inA[Cik(ro8+»a )-Cik(rol** 1)+Cik(rol-* 1)-0ik(roB-.a )]
oo 8A[Sik(lf02+aa)-Sik(r01-»-s 1)-Sik(rol-s 1 )^Sik(r02-z 2 ) ] j
• it ( 2 )
t3~\ cosA[Cik(r ^2 8 )*Cik(r014£,>Cik(r01-z^+Cik(roa»Zg)
]
- sin^[Sik(r j3+g 2)-Sik(r01*8 1 )+Sik(r01-a 1)-Sik(r02-a 8 ) ] j
B - /;8aink(A-g)c"^
kr° dz (a)
us© (2) with oosA replaced by -cosA.
For




us© (2) with sinA replaced by ees(-A) and ooaA by ©in(-A)
.
For
B - f^coakU-z)^ di (8)
replaoe sinA by oosA and replace cosA by sinA.
^e For additional aid in the writing of the formula for 221 9
let
*».n = +[«x-(^l8 )] 2^V(?c*Ta)3 2^Si-(?c*Vli)3 2 i
*221 » +CV(»0-Ia)] 8*CV (VI8^ 8+ f iLl - (?o-l a)] !
^011 - +[v?cJMy^] s+i«v(Mi)] 8 ( 3 )
f2212 « {f^7(i^^^
*2010 » tCVM^ISy-M"*^!*?©] 8 ( B )
*«m " flVCVia) 3"* fV (?°+* 2) ^ ** [Sl - (>^^F (6)
f
2oi2 » ilV^l^tay-roJ^ti^CFo+TjF (7)
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*ano - tcvtv%)^iv (v5.)3^Wi't» *^n» (•)
*ana " ftVCVWi^CV^o^^^CVCV1^1!)^ (•)
that is,
*aaii * 8 ***• diagonal length fron P82 to P lls





*ai - «V(*V^l-^ " hi-li-*la
«aa " *i*(?o"la) hi~ala
»as " *i # (?o^i) * hi""1 i
*a* - •V(*o**i-I«) " Ai+li-alfi
*ae " *i*(' ) • hi (*»)
«ae " *i*(?o-li^s) » hi ~li+nla
«ar - VtVW " h* +1 i
«as - V (*e**a) - hi^nla
*ae " 5i*(?o*li*la) " hi*li*"l»
yai » *ai ^or :--• i - l. ... e
Li, " *i ~ *ai
2fa - *i *»i .
in whioh * is the 1th diagonal for i l, '..,» . In oaae n-i,
replaee L* by L® and replaoe f^ by r*. fhe following eketoh will




















Applying 3.«r(z) to 3.6(e) and using the notation of a.e.
after slight algebraic and trigonometric manipulation^ one obtainst
121 -jsink2g4 [ClkLl1-CikL|1+CikLf8-Cik!!|£,j
oosks^fSikLli-Sikfll^Slkff^SikLlg]
+ sinkz 29 [C ikffi-C ikfI,+G i kL§2-C ikLfg ]
•»o o skz 29 fSikff^S ik£|i~S i kL ^9 a-»-SikL8 2 ]
-sinkSg^JCikLf^CikL^v^i^az'^^^ia]
-ooskig1 fSikLf1-SikC2i-3ikI,22 +SikL la ]
-8inkz26CCikL|1-CikL|1tCikL|2-CikLQg ]
-oo8kz 26 [SikZ^-SikLli-Sikflg+SikLfs]






sinkz 29 [S ikff^-Sikff^S ikL§2-si^es 3
ooakz^tCikLli-oikLf^OikLlg+CikLlg]
sinkzg^^JSikLf^-SikSl^SikLgjj-aikLfg]




+ 0Q8kz 2etcikf|1-Uild!| 1"UiirL|2+GikL|2J
~(8inky29+8inky24 )[SikC| 1"SikL71->Siktf i>-*^
+(oo8ky29+cosky24)[GikL| 1-CikL7 1^Gik£|g^Cik
+ ( sinkyZQ* sinkya , ) [S ikff^-S ikL|a+SikL|2-Sik. \
-(cosky 26+oosky 21 )[Cik£ 23I-GikL| 1-*GikL62+C:i
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It is again emphasized that for parallel- staggered antennas.
L 21 Zl2 sinkl^imcl/ 21 ' KZ)
s.io From 3.1(2),
*12 3 -?c-1 l-,' s 2










equation 3.4(9) may be integrated for i 1E by analogy with Z 21ir
provided h 3 is replaced with h2 and 1 1 is interchanged with 1 2 in
s.e(io) to (ifc)» In other words, write





*16 a h2 (*)
2 T6 * h2"1 2+nll
*17 " h 2* 1 2
2 18 * h 2+nll

with
v ii * *ii :for *~ 1 » '•• 9
and with L< and L? defined as in 3.8(12).
Thus, to write Z 12 , in 3.9(1) make the following replacement
z^i by *ii
y2i by yii
Lf, by 1} .
Examination of the resulting formula for £ 12 verifies s.<
Having integrated the first two terms of 3.e(s),




ao # Ae-»a— !I2







irst with respect to s,. In each case, integra-
ing




and dv - I 1fl-?S«l.dl 1
respectively. Thus, after slight trigonometric manipuli







*io x 21 r82 r80
/*>_ „ 9-^^o -Jk*„ e"Jkf«i . ,
/8a
r<s
-3icr 12 -jkf 1T -"J^io,
+/p —* —; - 2co skij—- Jsink(-l 2+s2 )r 20 r^2 r xl r 10
p eo pio e"^kr^2
- «k/
p /p f^" cosk(l 1+l 2+s 1+s 2 )ds 1ds 2
p so Pn r 18
!k/p /« ~~"~^——oosk(l 1-l 8*8,*s a)ds,d« s
^22^12 e""Jicr i2
3k/p '/_ -—^-~cosk(~l 1-l 2^3 1^s 2 )d8 1ds 8
Therefore
^sinkl 1sinkl 8(Z81+Z 18 ) (n-i)(Z 81+Z 12 )
-
p 2o /i° e""^* 18 , .
- 2k/p /Q —1 ooskd^lg+s^sgjds^dsar 2i *ii "42
2^0 /p -— cosk(l 8-l 1+s 1+s 2)ds<jds 8r2l ^lO T18
/22/10 e-Jcjr18
*
^Po/p T cosk(l 1-l 2-f.s 1+s 8)ds Tds s20 Jr^-j r ?8
P22 Pi8 "JkPlB
sk#« /p Z C08k(-l 1-l 8+s 1+a 2)ds 1ds 8? 80 *10 r lE
'irst integration of the four double line integrals
I out by 3.7(4). Hovrever, the second integration will 1
analytically by a rigorous method. Hence, ai
menti it is preferable to employ both possible orders of






^ 1 i*1 a+8 i+8 8^ d8 ids 8
^20 18 fl










Obviously, for a1 , a2 «i,
J30
Equation (4) is a pertinent restriction which will be imposed
upon the final integration of (a).
Proceeding with the integration of (3) first in s lt recall that
r2i " rQ+ BT az •
Breaking r21 into three mutually normal components as in 3.3(2),
r81 - T[V(V*«)] 8+[V (?o-» 8)3Mai # (V»a)*»iJ a ( 6 >
Hence, let
z » h^nsa+s^ (&)
and (a) becomes
,. . »» . /20 .hi"ns2 e-jkr21 ' _
«( *2i+z2i) " _k/P /v. «. ,*—
5
coskll^la-h^Cn+iJSa+iJdadSa
n *2l "l-aSa-lj r21
P2o hi~ns2+1 i e"Jkr2i
+ktf /v, -«, = cosk[l 2-l 1-h 1-t-(n+i)s 8*8jdid8a
*21 ft l""nS 2 r21 (7j
P88 h^nsa e-jkr8i
k/o /v -, -—oosk[l 1-la-h1*(n+i)8a+8]d*d82






oosk[-l 1-l 8-h 1-i-(n-i-i)8a-»-»3dzdsa
Applying formula 3.7(4) to equation (7)1

k(n+i)
«/\ oosk[l 1+l £!-h 1 +(n-n)s s ] [Cik(r 10+h 1-a»s)«Cik(r11*h1-l 1-n8 s ) [i]
"Ciklf^i-h^l^nsgp-CikCrio-h^nSgJjdSs,
o
-Sik(f 1i-h1+l.,+ns 8)+Sik(i 1Q~h.L+n8s)]d8e
/.1 «ink[l 1*l 8-h 1+(n+i)8 8][Sik(fl0+h,-n« s)-Sik(f11*h1-l 1-n8 8 ) [«]
o
/-i 00 sk(& i*l 8+hi- (n+i)s8 J [Cik(f^-h^nSgJ-Cikl?^g-h^l^nsg) [o]
»-Cik(f 18-»-h 1'fl 1-n88 )-Cik(f 10+h 1~na 8 )]ds 8
o
-/.i 8ink[l 1-l 8+h1-(n-t-i)88][Sik(r, -h 1 -nas s )-Sik(f12-h 1-l 14-n8 s )
-Sik(f-18-«'h 1+l 1-n8g)+Sik(f l0*h1-n8 8)3d88
*7^
E
oo8k[l 1-l 8-h 1-(a*i)8 8 ] [Cik(r 10+h1-iiaE )-Cik(f 11+h1-l 1-ns8 ) («]
+Cik(r 11-h 1*l 1+ns a )-Cik(f 1g-h 1+ns 8)3ds 8
-J^* 8ink[l 1-l B-h1+(n+i)88 ] [Sik(r 10+h1-ns8)-Sik(r11*h 1-l 1*n88 )
-Sik(f11-h1+l 1+n88)+Sik(f l0-h 1+ns8)]ds s
-/J
2 CoskUi+lsj+h^n+tOsg] [Cik(fl0-h 1+n88 )-Cik(f12-h1-l 1-ni8 2 ) [r]
"j-Cik(f12*h 1+l 1-ns 8)-Cik(f lo-fh 1-ns 8)Jd88
»^a 8ink[l,+l 8+h 1-(n+i)8 2j[Sik(r10-h1-n8 2 )-Sik(f12-h1-l 1-ni88 )
-Sik(f18+h 1*l 1-ns 8)+Sik(f l0+h 1-ns8)Jds 8
[continued on next sheet]
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- jl-/_i Sink[l 1+l2-h1+(n+i)82 ][Cik(f10+h1-ns2 ) -CikC^^h^l^i [q ]
-Cik(f11-h 1+ns2)+Cik(y^ -h,"Hi82)]dSg
-/j Co8k[l 1+l 2-h1+(n+i)s 2 ] [Sik(rlo+h 1-ns 2)~Sik(f11+h1-l,-ns 2 ) [10]
+Sik(f11-h 1+ns2)-Sik(f lo-h 1+ns2)]ds2
o
+/ . 8ink[l 1-l 2+h1-(n+i)82][Cik(fl0~h 1*ns2)-Clk(f12-h1-l 1*ii82 ) [m<|
-Cik(f12+h1-i-l 1-n8 2 )-»-Cik(f l0+h1-ns2)3d853




sinkCl 1-l 2-h1*(n+i)s 2 ][Cik(f- 10+h1-n8 2)-Cik(flo+h 1-l 1-»3i8 2 ) [i»J
-Cik(f11-h1+l 1+n82)+Cik(flo-h1+n8 2)]ds2
/«r C08k[l 1-l 2-h 1+(n+i)8 2][Sik(f l0-»-h 1-ns2)-Si,k(f11'»-h1-l 1~ns2 ) [i«J





-/£ 2 sink[l 1+l 2+h1-(n+i)8 2][Cik(f lo-h 1+ns 2)-Cik(f12-h 1-l,+n8 2 ) [lej
-Cik(f12+h1+l 1-n82)-fCik(fl0+h 1-ns2)]ds2
-/o
2 008k[l 1+l 2+h1-(n+i)8 2][Sik(fl0-h,+n8 2)-Sik(f 12-h1-l 1-fn82 ) [i«]
Sik(f12+h,+l 1-n8 2)-Sik(f 10+h1-ns 2)3ds2
s.ig In equation a. 11(e), let I2j be the i integral i»l. , . is,
taken in the order written. Consequently,
krnV^) (^i^2i) " *i
6
I 2i C 1 )

:•
Now oonsider each Ig^ in succession, for example,
x 8i a -/.? oo8kCl 1 +l 2-h 1*(n+i)s B ][Giki[f 10*h s-ns 2)-Cik(f11+h 1--U-nsj8 )
Cik^^-h^lj+nsa^CikCfio-h^+nsa^dSg (s)
Integrating by parts, let
Ugj, [Gik(f 1 -,-fh 1-ns 2 ) ... -Cik(f, -h^+nsg)]
du2i [Ci»kvf 10+h 1-nsg) ^Jc{fw+hj-nB 2 ) ... ] ds2
ds2
dv21 = -cosk[l 1+l 2-h 1+(n+i)3 J2ds !3
v2i " " rr—% 8ink[l 1+l a-h,+ (n*i)s 8 ]k(.n>i)
and one obtains
lai » - -—^si^U^-hJtCikCr^o+h,) - Wt($xo\\**-rl\)
+Cik(f2011-h 1+l 1 ) - CikCfgo^o-h^+n;
"^^siiikfr^nlg^^^
+Cik(r2111-h 1+l 1»nl 2)-Cik(!i2110-h 1«nl 2 )]
o
kTnTTjA 2si - 'li+ljrhi+U+iJsgJdUg,
" t(n^ 3ir^2i CCi^"-CikLi1*CikL?2«CikL|2 ]
" ^T^sinktgetCikLea-CikLl^CikLlg-GikLigj
* k(n+i)/-i Binkll^la-h^Cn+OsaJdUa!








«i " kTn70 [^ * 22^liav2idu2i J
i« © •« ie
*«i " " i2iVliaV2idu2i

wReturning to equation 3. ^(s), reversing the order of integration
yields an expression for Z12 similar to ^e), in which the subsoripts
and corresponding projections are interchanged, that is,
»» He,
Zia " " ;2X / v^dUii (e)
* lim
Substituting (b) and (e) into 3. n(»), and subsequently into
8.11(2):
Returning to ^2), if the interval of integration were such that
uei were monotonic, one oould apply the second law of the mean of the
integral calculus and write






28i - - 1*1 v2i(x2i)u2iJ 1 imit8
and
2i2 a - J2i ii(xu)uiil limits
Even though the law of the mean can not be applied directly, one
can find numerous examples involving
b
/ oosx f(x) dx










in whioh xz± and f(n) remain to be determined. Thus, write
*2i * 1^*02! v2i (xgi )[u8i ] lim . (9)
A study of 3.11(e), 3.12(4), 3.9(1*2), and (7) abov* shows that
»> »
for n»i, Z21 » Z21
and that this will be true if the following oondit ire imposed:
f(i) - 1
Xgi » -1 2 , i= l»2»3»4»9l, 10»H»12 (lO )
x8i • +lg, i «e»e#7»e» » is* 14» ie» ie.
However, (10) is not sufficient to determine f^n) for n ^ 1.
3. 13. It pointed out in paragraph 2.3 that the electrio field
at point P has two components in cylindrical coordinates, namely
B,_ - jaolf 20os*l a— ~- J
e-Jkr e-^kr l e"^kre
r
° r i r2 (1)




—oot© a -——oot© 2 ]
Now, if aj*a2"o and either ? »a^»o or r «tt2=o , or if a1 «t2ao
and both Fq'I^o and ?c»a23o, examination of (1) shows that Z 21»o.




(P 10P 12 ) and (P21P 20 ),
(P X1P10 ) and (P^P^),
A







where born a,.a2 = o and a 1 .a2xa' = o but neither a^.a^ = o nor a2.a o.
The ohoioe of signs is furtner strengthened by consideration of the dominant
terms in t zl as the antennas approach parallelism and normalcy, respectively.
As parallelism is approached, tne im pedauce is determined by a^.K
z
.
On the otner nand, as normalcy is approached, "Che impedance is determined
by a^.E-, and hence fvn) must also contain the terms la^.a~) to care
for the contribution to tne impedance by a^.Ej. . However, the signs
of the terms of t 21 to whicn the f ao tor (a,.ar ;
2 is applied must be
»
chosen in accordance witn (2) above.
Having derined
for coplauar aircenuas,
ar .a^ sin© .
Thus, if tne antennas are coplanar, imposing all tne above conditions
upon & 2Tt and by analogy upon Zi 2 , one finally obtains lor tuose terms
involving integration over tne interval pairs
VPioPis) and ^20^22). fCn) = cos2e + sinZQ s 1








© = c 0S2©
(P^P^o) and {?zof Z2 ), fin) = cos 2© - sin 2© = cos2©
Combining {&) above witn z,iz{to) and 3.12(4), in tne case or






-sinks81 [Cikff 1-CikL|1+CikLi8-Cik£f8-CikL|1+CikLe :rf'ik£|8+CikL|8 JoosaQ
-ooskZsitSikLli-SikL^i-SikLig+SikEfg-SikEf^ l!f2-Sik£§2 ]ooss9
-sinkz 26 [Cik£fr CikEfv*cikLes-Gi^^
-ooskZgefSikJe^Sikfl^SikLeg+SikLea-Sikfli+SikLsi+SikLl^SikLag]
f - - - ao ( 6 )
-jlsiiikz a4 [Si]^|1*SikLf1+SikL?£~SikJ,i2-SikL6 1*SikL71-SikE^8+Sik£
-ooskz^tCikfJ^CikEfi-Oiklfg-s-CikElrj-CikLii+CikL a71+CikE?8-Cik£g8 J
sinkZgefSikff^-Sikll^SikElg'SikL^-SikLia^Silcf^-Sikifg+Sikf^Jooss©





To write t\Zf replace z 8^ by z a^ and replace Lf. by L
in which h«, is replaced by h2 , and in which l a and 1 2 are interchange^
Thus, finally
.
sinkl 1 sinkl 2 (i>cos$) ( )
<*®< f, ccs© S a^/ hj a ?o.ilf h2 - - ?a .- 2

uFor non-coplanar antennas, let
















-oosk224[Ci ;£l1-Cik£J1-CikE|g+CikC|a-CikEf1*CikfC1+Cikf?2-s i 1cL62]
sinkZsafSikfli-SikLl^SikEla-Sikilg-SikLe^SikL^i-SikL^g+SikLBaJ





A similar expression may be written for Z t2 and finally Z 21 may
















g> it If a closer inspection of the selection of those terras to
which the factor C0S2Q is to be applied is thought necessary, return
to 3. g(e) and write the last term:
2 *2 " ksinkl lSinkl/p20
3ink(l 2-s 2 )j[/p^sink(l 1
+ s,)
^
n/p^sinkd^-s, iA 1 [—
-
ds 2 ] \
m d* rH
Now, integration of the terms within the brace will give the negative
of the field from antenna one, whioh must be integratsd against the
current in the upper half of antenna two, that is, Z^ 2 is the mutual
impedance between antenna one and the upper half of antenna two. In
other words, if the antennas were parallel with each normal to the line
of centers, Z{ z would be equivalent to the mutual impedance of two
base fed vert T -al antennas above a perfect ground. However, in general,
within the interval (?n?jo), the vector -s^ would have to be replaced






t- \T / \K X . + \
Returning to (1) and 3.13(1), upon examining the figure, it is






and for those terms involving cot9 2 »

UO
thus verifying that the contribution from the radial field to Z 12 has
the same sign as that from the axial field for the interval (Pi p i2)
and has the opposite sign for the interval (PnPi ).




2 *g s ksinki^sinklA sinkdi-sa)!^ sink(l 2+ s 2 ) (a)
Fzz =
_ a'Jkr
/p sink(l 2-s 2 ; jAo[—=- dsJI'dr 20 x 12 J S 2
yields the same result for (P21P2o ) and (P 2oP22 ). Hence, 3.13(4) is
verified.
3.16 Consider the special case where ai*a 2 o t a 1 a a2xa * o,




/ / ^ jj re e
9 -, n = o, cos2© » -1, ha f o,
z21 s: Z 2S " z 26» 2 22 = z 26 ~ Z 28» Z 24 = z 27 = z 29-«





-oosk2 21 [CikLi1+Cik£f2-CikL21-UikL22-CikL| 1-CikLj2+CikLj1+Ciki|2 ]
sinktBiCSikEfi-SikCfe-SikLii+SikEla-SikEf^SikCla+Sikfli-Sikfla]
-ooskt^fCikLl^CikCis-Cikfl^Cikflg-Cikf^-CikClg+CikL^+Cikf^J ( ia \
sinkieJSikEg^-SikEgs-SikEf^Silc^
[continued on next sheet]
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j|sinkz 21 [CikC? 1 -CikL?2-Cikf| 1+Ci)cL|2-CikLf1+CikC|2+Cikf|,-Cik£f2 J
coskz 8,[SikLi 1*Sik£fs-SilcE|1-SikE|a-Sik£|,-SikE§g+Sik£| 1+SikE|a ]
sinkz^CCikL^-CikSig-CikL^+CikLfa-GikLe^Cikfia+CikEI^CikLlgj
+ooskz 24 [SikC| 1*Sikflg-SikE| 1-SikLjg-Sik£| 1-Sikf|g+Sikf| 1 +SilcL|2 jj
with a similar, expression for Z 12 . Finally,
= at
Z12 * 2 12 = 5(2t 2 + Z 21 ) .
In the above case, if ai*S = h^ = o,
sag
2 2i = "li» »24 = !i» L4i * £-n» etc.,
and hence
Z 21 - o .
Also, if a a»ag o, and a1 »a2xac = l ,
Mi Lei* £§i " *ei» ^fi = Lli» etc., and ar *a 1 o.
*
Hence, again
Z21 = O .
The aboa cases check with the conditions imposed upon Z 21 when
determining f(n).
3. is Consider a biconioal antenna whose radius at the feed point









-222 " See 3 nl g = 1
~^23 = ^ 27 S 1
1
-z 2e z 24 = It - nl 2 = o
226 - O
K 22
. L 2 - - O
*a - N - Hi + b * i + sl
*2 - *e = +1? 1 * 1 + ^
2
a (>)
i » t^i 2 2 • , a2
r i " r9 = t4:s-i + a = 2l + ^y-
^4 = ^e = a » *6 = b
L
2
= f2 L 2 = t 2 I 2 =» L2 L 2 - f 2^21 ^82* ^31 W2» ^32 ^7 T » •Lj22 "81*
f2 f2 »2 * 2L41 L4X * ^61 3 ^62 •
For small arguments,
Cix » C + lnx and Six * x,
with
C » 0.6772 ...
Hence, the input impedance of the antenna under the hypothesis of
a sinusoidal current distribution may be written:
Z4„ein2k:l » jeo[C+ln2kl-Ci2kl] - 3okl2pSi2klin i fc * n+i






3.17 For small diameter straight wire antennas






Formula (*) is identical with that given . ts^
for the input impedance of thin wire antennas as one
i2^i?5f^ £j#M»£» method except it is in terms he
center of a symmetrically fed antenr. ?ad of in terms of the c
maximum. It is usually derived by first considering the
antennas and then taking the mutual impedance between the axis
element on the axi ne wire. If one wishes to inclu:
loss, the terrn
R, - gjcotkl cotakl)
with Rsbeing the surface resistivity of the wire, may be added.
3. ie The overa] 1 procedure for determining the rau mpedance
between two straight, symmetrically red, open wire anter f relatively
small oross section and in the neignborhood of a h
be summarized.
(1) Measure or compute the nine diagonal lengt
(2) Measure tfte angle between the two antenna direct
choosing the positive senses such that








6 ^ For '.. :\.\ :
.
-staggered antennas, bhe dia >nals aaj
: scale hj j : 3.8(13) and swu . • .',
negatj directions from the nate foj
determining the L's.
(7) For tioiv-Owrc'i... 3i Aiitenua*, ..'>• . - < .
as rad ing as j e) • *respon
numbered z x s,
(e) Haying determined the 1engtns, coi
an '.--'.., ro 1 2 12
an< ,.
de al .
(9) Finally, write Z21 from eitner 3, ia
upon whether the antennas have non-parallel directions or
have parallel directions.
3.?9 A irord regarding the rigor of formula to be
in order. The final integrations for Ii} 2 and l 31 really constitute
a form of extended curve fitting in which & 21 is caused to reduce to
all special cases where the integrations can be carried out ri • r -
ana not to vanish . Lt is known fro
for the fields thi
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by maintaining physioal symmetry in 1 1 and l e. Although it oan not
bo definitely oonoluded, it is altogether likely that either
*8i " *bi or Z81 Zle
will give sufficiently accurate results.
Apparently, it was problems of this nature which many years ago
caused E. B. Wilson to state that, in mathematical physios, one should






i It was pointed out in 3.9(3) that in the case of parallel-staggered
antennas, 2 fil oould be determined from those terms which were rigorously
integrated. In this case, n 1 and
*ei m yei * *u " yii = Yi . i - *. ... 9 . (^)
Thus, letting
z2i a Rai 3*81
























yi * k-i 2-ii» ya3h-is. yaah-ii» y*-k-i8+ii. yB * h
y9 - h+l 2+l lf y©*h-H 2 , y7»h+l 1 , ye»h-i-l2-l 1 (3)
fi a tf
2
^ , Li! - fi - y± , Li2 = fi+yi ,
r being the distance between the axes of the antennas and h being the
the lateral displacements of the centers.
(i)


























Lai - |r 8*(l 8-li) 8 -Ib+Il L62 - iA(l a-lQ 8 1 8-1 1 .
L71 - tj^l? " li > L72 « tjj^i *li .
Lei - t^+lg - la . Lej3 - tr 8*l§ +l a .
Lei - +r a+(ls+ li8 -l 8-li. L92 - tr
2
+(l^l 2 ) 2 +l s*l^
( 4 )
Formula (s) above is applicable to the solution for the input
impedance of Yagi arre.ys( 63 ). The mutual impedances may be readily
determined by laying off the ordinates and diagonals to scale as in
j.,e(i3), converting the lengths into electrical lengths, and referring
( 82\
to tables listing the sine-integral and cosine-integral functions v '.
An example applying formula (2) to the analysis of such an antenna
system will be given in ChapterVl.
4* g An additional check upon formula 4.2(2), which formula has been
previously reported without showing the derivation! 83 ), may be obtained
by letting l 1 a! l 2 . Thus, for parallel antennas of equal length and
normal to their line of centers,
Rsi - —fl*-r[8Cikr-CilcL71-CikL72 ]" sin kl * x
+ "r
3
g - [2Cikr-2CikL 7 ^-2CikL72-»-CikLQ 1 CikL92 ]cosky951X1 iCJ. 9
+—2°— I 2SikL71-2SikL72-SikLg,+£ikLQ 2 ]sinkyg
sin^kl
(')
X 21 - -r2Sj^LSikL71 +SikL72-2Sikr]
30 [2SikL7 , + 2SikL72-2Sikr-SikL91-SikL92 ]cosky9
sin kl *





1, =1 2 -1, y9 = 21
L71 =if * l
z
- 1




, L92 = |r 2+4l 2 +21 .
Formula ("5) is identical with that found in the standard texts v ,
and as previously implied, will yield formula 3.17(3) for radius a<<l.
Another special application of 4.1(2) is that of determining
4 4
the mutual impedance of collineer antennas. As in the case of self
impedanceSj let r = a. Then, for center to center spacing h, and
for
l a >>a, l 2>>a, h>>a,
Thus, for i f 1 ,
and for i = i ,
a2
Lie = ^i. Lil 4 SyT . ^ 2 )2Yi
Ln = fa2+y 2 -yT,
Lis = ta2+y 2+ vt
Thus, for ifl,
(»)
CikL i:i = C + In-fy^ SikLi-, = 0, (4)




Rsi Ttr 8 *
6inky4 [Si2ky4-Si2ky2 ]
-co8ky4 [Ci^—Ci^ -Ci2ky4+Ci 2ky2 ]
sinky9 [Si2ky9 -Siskye ]
-co8ky9 [Ci^| -Oi^| -Cisky9 +Ci2ky8 ]
-20oskl 28inky7 lSi2ky7 -Sigkh]
+ 2coskl 2cosky7 [Ci|£2-Ci|a: Ci2ky7+Ci2kh]
-sinky 1 [Si2ky2 - Sizky1 ]
coskyJCi^faSy2 -yj -Ci-g^ -Ciaky2 +Cik(^a3*y? +yT )]
-sinky6 [Si2kye -Si2ky6 ]
r ka.2 ka.2 i
+cosky6[Ci— -Ci-|^-8 -Ci2ky8 Ci2kye J
+ 2oo8kl 2sinky3 [Si2kh -Si2ky3 ]
-2coskl 2cosk:y3 [Ci^| -Ci|g^ -Ci2kh +Ci2ky3 ]
sinklnSinklo
X _i fir »21 16
sinky4 [Ci|~ -Ci-~ +Ci2ky4 -Ci2ky2 ]
+oosky4 [Si2ky2 -Si2ky4 ]
+ 8inky [Ci^ -Cij»5 +C:
cosky9 [Si2ky8 -Si2ky9 ]
r ka2
-2coskloSinky7 [Ci-r- -C:2h
- 2ooskl 2cosky7 [Si2kh -Si2ky7 ]




[Si2ky 1 -Si2ky 2 ]
-8inkye lCi^| -Ci§^ Ci2ky8 -Ci2ky6 ]
-co8kye [Si2kye -Si2ky8 ]
2coskl 2sinlcy3 [Ci
k
^ ~Qi^ *Ciskh -Ci2k(h-l 1 )J
2oo8icl 2oo.5ky3 [Si2ky3 -Si2khJ
(a)
s CiJ£? j^ i2ky9 -Ci2ky8 ]
</ 8 2y9
2s ^ i57" +Ci2ky7 -Ci2kh]
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For two collinear entennts of eaual length, each of radius a,
and v/ith the soocin^s between adjacent ends equal to either zero or a,
formal a V*5 ) reduces to
S2i = -T2!— I(C +ln<l -2Ci2kl +Ci4kl]
sin kit
+ ssin2kl[-Siskl+2Si4kl-Siakl]+2C032k:l [ln| -uiskl+sCi4kl-Ci«kl]
+ sin4kl[Si4kl-2&i6kl+Siskl ]+cos4kl[ln| +Ci4kl-2Ciekl+Ciak'L j|
(e)










Formula (e) is useful in computing the input impedance of
resonant 1 ,ig wire antennas.
4. b To arrive at a formula for the input impedance of a harmonxcally
operated antenna, first consider the full wave antenna, that is, an
antenna fed at the center of one half-wave section. It will be
assumed that the currents in the two half-wave sections are numerically
equal duc in phase opposition.
Fi ?t/re to
> *z *
The integration for the fields is carried out over paths one
and three, and the current integration is carried out over paths two




For 1.. 7 f
C/l"^3 J [/i-Za J = /t/4-/3/4-/i/2+/3/s»





On the o er i. Lf the antennas were individually fed in ph^se
opposit. yn wi?J Z, / , From the mesh equations one would have
7 • = ' 7 , — 7 — 7Mm ^sm ' *«* ^^''2?. £1 •
that the section of the antenna between the two
(^
. ice,
center points sots as a transmission line coupling the input impedance
of 1 a. om
Thus,
ies with the input imoedonce of antenna two.
T VP 2,
F* ^ure y/








-I., - -I 3 = I4
/ 3




Zin » *2n-«Z l2+4Z 23-2Z ?4 . (e)
Thus, by induction, if Zm(£) is the mutual impedance given by
formula 4.3(e) for two half wave antennas spaced
one may write the input impedance of an antenna operated at its n
harmonic frequency , n>i, as
Zin = nZ, x +*zT\-*)\*- lK$) . (•>
where for mi* ,
For plotting purposes, it is also useful to have tne recurrence
formula n
Z in([n+ ij|) - Zin(^-2 ) «*,(-!)%.($) , (e)
where Z2m(-) is the mutual impedance of two collinear antennas each




and is given by 4.4(e).
'Vhile texts and hand books list the radiation resistance of
harmonic antennas, they do not show the reactive component of the
input impedance. The resistive component of the above formulas yield
numerical results which check very closely with values found in
handbooks and texts.
For a pair of harmonically operated antennas of length -*=*-
each normal to the line of centers and spaced r , let z (-' r)r
• m v 4»,>

be the mutual impedance between two half-wave antennas with
h » H , r - r
as given by 4.1(2), and one may write their mutual impedance cs
Zmutual " n2 21 «2?"
, (-i)*(ii- l)Zm(£.r) , (9)
in which Z sl is the mutuel impedance of two half-wave collinear antenn.es
spaced a half-wave center to center.
Taking Zself as ^in> given in (e) above, it is then possible bg
solve for the input impedance of a Yagi array operated harmonically,
assuming it is fed at the center of a half-wave section.
4.e The resistive component of the self impedance of a long
wire antenna is known as the radiation resistance of the antenna,
provided the reference current is taken as the spatial maximum current.
These values, as mentioned in 4.6 are listed in handbooks. They are
customarily computed by the induced E.M.F. method, which assumes a
dimensionless cross section. For checking those values against the
values computed above, th following formulas are useful:




= /f(x)x rdx (s)
1 o
f(x) being the current distribution function. Formula (i) is for
two half-vjave antennas fed in phase. If the antennas are fed in




n" ,k^ n+ "t ) / £n , ( ? )
r n=i r=o (8n+ 3 )( 2n+1 )i
V
*r+Vc cl n_r ;_,'Jsr+l
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If the current distribution function satisfies the following
conditions,
fix) = -Ox), ps(kl) - o
'}{kx) - k/g(kx)dx, //f(x)dx = -f(x)
then the a's satisfy the following recurrence formulas:
a - ~[G(kl) - G.(o)J
a, - lc Q j=G(o) - j^g(o)
c = -i [k I r^(kl) - r(r-i)o_ J
Of course, the reactive component becomes infinite for a wire of
vanishing crosij section, and when it is desired to find the input
impedance of o physical antenna, the radius of the wire musr, be taken




EFFECT OF A FINITE GROUND
g._2 The preceding formulas for the mutual and self impedances
will, in practice, require modification to care for the presence of
ground. To this end. consider the mutual impedance between two
horizontal antennas .oh normal to their line of centers, soaced r
»















B = 2-^— and dA = _2Bdz g
Then the field dK at any point p(x,y,z) due to the current element
a^i^Qz-, is
or since
dE = Z2-J—1! A (i B )




^ + z .-.
Assuming t':;e field is reflected at Po (0,— t - --), andJ 2 **
the coefficients of reflection k, and k to the horizontal :dj vertih v
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components, respectively, the reflected field at PQ becomes
where j / -> P , v, -„ • > .. •—-?—
Po
i h2 r- (z 2-z,)
£ 3MX«h)»+- r" +C*tf-«,)
-
j 3 + -*—4—
Upon arrival at P s , the reflected field d52 is
s
]1C ^dxdz Po ^jk [^dvdz P z oz^ *o]J*
where
expL-jk^(sh) 2 +r 2 +(z E-z 1 ) £: J
Bj p „ = ' aaa . (e)|(2h) £ +r 2 + (z fi-z0 2
Also, upon arrival at P 2 , the direct field dE., is
I dxdz. P1S y dyoz P 12 * 3 Z 2 M 2 J
where
exp[-jkir s+U 2-Zi) a
itr +(z 2-z a )
The resultant field dE at P a is
dE - dE-, + dl2 (a)
2
But the contribution to the mutual complex power d ijj due to the fit U'
from dl, working against the current element dl s is
d if = - J-dE»d]! 2 » -a z »dEI 2dz 2 (lo)
Assuming the current distribution functions to be
1 i ' IimBinkd^la,!) ,
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>ink^inkl/-iy-i; aink^^''^ )8lnk(1 »-''«»>





+ Ue-*i) 8 and ral « = ^(zh) 2 +r
s
+ (z 2-z a )
:
e. s It becomes evident that
Z 2 , - Z 23 +khZ 21 ',
( i)
where 2 s i' is the mutual impedance between antenna two and the image
of one with the current in the image being equal to the current in one,
and whej Zg^ is the free space mutual impedance of antennas one and
two. Similarly,
*n = 2^1 k^Z-n'
2 22 = 2 22 +ky1Z 22
with Zyj* being the mutual impedance of antenna one and its image
carrying the same current, and with Zss ' being the mutual impedance
of antenna two and its image carrying the same current.
ifriting the mesh equations for the svstem consisting of the
two antennas with their images, one obtains
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IiU-,, +khZ la ') + I a (Z T2 +khZ 12 ') = V,
(3)
Similar reasonong for vertical antennas will lead to analogous
results with k^ replaced by kv .
Of course, in the above system and in any other system of equations
based upon the impedance formulas derived herein, any lumped tuning
impedances would necessarily be included in the self impedance constants.
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF A YAGI ARRAY
e. ? Although it has been definitely established in the literature
that the current distribution in any practical antenna differs :o 3what
from the assumed sinusoidal distribution upon which the formulas in this
pap >r are ba writer Relieves that the formulas presented herei;;
neering solutions that are accurate within the degree of
existing measurement techniques, provided the radius of the antenna is
not too large and provided the lengths are in the neighborhood of a
multiple of a hoi, -wave length. Even in other cases, they should still
yield t icr of magnitude of the impedances, which in most instances
is probably sufficient 'V-r engineering purposes.
support . lief, and in order to illustrate the application
of the formulas to an antenna system in the presence of a finite ground,
a numsr lolutioti of a three element, horizontally oriented, Yagi
array will be given, and the computed results will be compared with
measured results.
It will be recalled bhat U.vV. Harrison, Jr. v ; has presented a
theory fa r a two element oarasitic array based upon ' 3n-assumption
of S B£i2£i sinusoidal c rent distribution. However, this is a fi
space solution or, in the presence of ground, it can be applied only
to half-length verticals above a perfect ground. Also, it is very
difficult for an engineer to find an expression in which ha may
substitute his numbers and achieve an engineering solution.
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Since it is desirable to clearly indicate where one substitutes
the various parameters, formulas 2.17(1) and 4.2(2) will again be
listed but in a slightly different form. Of course, formula 3.T7("i)
is not an original formula, having be ;n used for several years. Also,
. .
.63
formula 4.7.(2) was reported derived by J. II. Tait( ), but the
derivation itself was not erivcn. It has been derived herein as a
iial case of the are c I for-nula for parallel-staggered
antennas.
Thus,




X - [305i"kl +30COt\l(4Si^kl-Si4kl) +6oCOtkl(o. 5772
+ ln^+Ci4kl-2Ci2kl ) ]
RS1 |Ci!<(fr
2
+ (l 1-l 2)^l 1 -l 2 ) +Cikrir
2
+{l ?-l fc )
2
-l 1 + l £ )
-Cil4|'r a+(l 1+l 2 )
2
+l 1+lp.) -Cik(^r2+(l :) +l !3 ) B-l^-l ;3 )J
+30C :l 2jCik(tr2+(l,+l2 ) 2+l 3+l 2)+Cik(tr2+(l 14-l s )Sla-l B )
/r .. -
-,-l ,:)-+!, -i 2 ) +Cik^r2+(1 1 -1 2 ) 2 -1,+1 2 )
-2Gi:v'lr^+i; +1,) -2Cik^Jr2+lf-l T ) -2Cik(
,lr 2+l| +1 2 )




+ l 2 )
2
+l,+l £ ) -Sik(lr 2+(l 1 +l 2 ) 2-l 1 -l P )
L
+Sik(^rK+ (l 1 -l 2 ) 3+l 1-l g ) -3ik(tfr
2
+(l T-lJ -l,+l s )
-iiSikC'ir^+l
2
+l n ) +2Siic(tr 2+l
e
-It) |
+»ocotkl,|sik(*r 8+(li+l s ) B +1,+1 2 ) -SikJ'Mli+le)* -1,-1*)
-bik(//r~+< ] 1-l g )?l 1 -l a ) +Sik(^r
s
+(l 1-l 2 )
2
-l 1 +l 2 )






X21 = 3ojsik(tfrMl ?+l s ) S+li+l 2 ) +Siic(^r^(T7^) 2 -1,-]
-SikOhrMli-la) 8 +ly-lz ) -Sik(^rs+(l,-l 2 )
2
-l, +l s j
+30cotkl 1 cotkl 2 pSik(tfr
E
+l" +l a ) +£3ik(^r a+l 1 2 -l x )
+2Sik(^r«+l| +1 2 ) +8Sik(^re+lg -1 2 ) -Sik(|r* +(l,+l 2^-l,-l s )
-Sik(^r2 (!,+] »-l2 ) -Sik(Vr :2+(l,-lj:) 2-l 1+l 2 ) (ab)
-Sik(^ra+(l ? -ig)
8
+li-la ) -*Sik? j
+3c 2 - '1^+lg) 2 1 14-18 ) - Cik(-*r S+(l,+l2)S -1,-lg)
_







jcotklJcikOh-2 - i,+l 2 ) ''•Ii+la) -Cik(^r e+U-,+l 2 ) 2-li-ls)
-Cik(tr 2+ (l 1-l 2 )
2





-s?Cik(vrs+l| +12 ) +2Cik(4r 2*l 2 -1 2 )J
self impedances and (2) to be used for
bhe mutual impedances. It should be borne in mind that a is the radius
of an a na and 1 is its half length . Also, r is the center to center
spacing, and
2n
k = -r .
If one does not care to use formula l 1) for the self impedances,
any of tin other methods available in the literature could be substituted.
,n,
In particular, the writer prefers the method of Schelkunoff ( ) to the






f tciM re is
T] tem of equ. \ for the Yagi shown above is:
(Z„ khZ a ,»)l 1 + (Z12 *khZ la*)la + (Zla +khZ13 ')J = 1,
(Za, +KhZ B1 »)l 1 + (Z 2S +khZaa')l 2 + (ZS3 +khZ 23%= ° (1)
(Z31 khZ81 , )li + (Z 3 x +khZ32»)l 2 + (Z35 + khZ33 '3= o
1» 2.
The well known formula for the coefficient of reflection( ) for





co s9 + tfe^ 1 "0-
oie
u>£
£ = £'t . ( 2 )
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For nearly normal incidence and for
e' >> sin 9









- lOj kh = -0. 62 -*
(a)
Converting the t parameters into electrical lengths and
.
referring to tables ( ), the following impedances may be computed!
Zzz 77. 2+j 60.e
Z 33 » 56.9-JE9«e
Zl2 3 e4. 4+j-!.6









Z 12 'kh * -3.94+J6.eO





66.6 ^7.7° 61 j_0_ B4. 4|e.9
6", -
o
, o o7.1 9e.7i42.8 *2.9 -20.4
6,4j 8.9 42.9 j- 20.4 61. 1 (.-gj
(•)
Solving for the input impedance.
Z in * a3 » a '" 16
= ea »* - Je
or the radiation resistance is
(*)




o o , x
I., = *3 j as ma, } z~ ii |i38. i ma, I 3 = 39 1 K3 e. e ma, (9)
The front to back ratio may be computed as
db ;£r°*£) = , 7<3db ( 10 )bacK '
The gain over a half-wave dipole in the same position is
g = 6.4adb (il)
and over a ht-lf-wave dipole in free space:
g = s.76db (ia)
The standing wave ratio for a feed system consisting of a
quartei—wave transformer whose characteristic impedance is 7e ohms
working into a ?oo ohm transmission line is
S'«VR =t.4 ( 13 )
a.s The front to back ratio as measured on received signals
varies according to the angle of reception but is usually between
ifidb an ^db.
The standing wave ratio was measured for several different feed
systems and als. computed for each system with the following results:
fg.e-01 SJStevi Tner/surecl CQm/=ute-d
2Z± %±










The exact readings for the measurements varied as the antenna
was rotated but varied only approximately 0.2 . This variation was
due to nearby objects, principally to power lines within the vicinity.
The SYn'R measurements were made wtih a carefully calibrated micro-rriatch.
The above results certainly justify the belief that, in such
cases, it is legitimate to assume sinusoidal current distributions
for the purpose of achieving an engineering solution of an antenna
problem where th^ radius is small compered with the length of the
antenna and where the antenna lengths are in the neighborhood of a




INPUT IMPEDANCE OF BEVERAGE ANTENNA
7.1 The formulas for mutual impe'lanoes derived in the preceding
chapters have all been lor non-terminated antennas carrying only
standing waves of current. It . desirable to consider the problem
of finding the input impedance of a terminated long wire antenna






If a perfect ground is assumed, the problem becomes that of




assumed to be termi. ated : h -hat stand^ag waves ar non-existent.
Since the spacing is not assumed negligible by comparison with a wave-
length, classical theory does not suffice. However, the radius &







7.2 Following the same reasoning as in paragraph 4.4, the input
impedance for the open parallel line , with infinite conductivity,
becomes:
.
^in = 2ii+E£2-Z lg-Z 21 . (i)
If it is iesired to apply formulas £,.,3(6-9), it should be observed that
However, since
[f(p x )'f(^.)]• * f(p8)'f(pO U)




• fiT '21+2 e ,
3
. h . h
''21» **^2 '•si
elf ii< » are equivalent,





which is ;. jciely whi rained by using formulas 2.4(12-16).
In other words, the asymmetrical component of the impedances as
given by al formulas contribute nothing to the input
impedance. This yields additional confirmation of the revised formulas
2.4(12-16). As a matter of fact, it was consideration of this J;ype of





1 % - I^SJe-^i, i g - I 2(o)e~
jkx
*, CO
the expression for Z21 beoomes:
* O O r12




s- o dx2 r 12
k T d*2 r12 x2»l k












"] a .-Jkr^ a_ r3kr»i - a .-Jkr"»




r/TooskCxjj-x^f-Tg 2_- dx2ro dx| r 12
- - ^ooskd-x,)!- *—- gooskx^ Q (s)k 1, dx1 r121 k ^dx! r12o
v
L8 r18








+ feinkx,^-— ~kJx oos)c(xz-x r )^—- dx 2
Substituting ^e) into (b) and (s) into (2):
1* lA
, / !\3 e"J
krig^ 1,1 , d e'J^tgQ ,T^Z 2i * ~ rJ oosJcCxt-ljr— —
=
dxa + r,/-.coskxvT-- — dx,J30 s * kr * 'dx,^ r 121 1 ^ o ^c*^ r12o *
- */*sink(x,-l)
—
-dx^ + / sinkx 1=— dxv^
°
r i2i o r 12o
Letting
o 1














Vifithin the first integrand of (e), let
z l-x x
and one obtains:
3~52 si ' ~ Tf— + 2coskl2^T- + 44 sink^ 2-772T-" dXl • (9)
The last integrand of (©) is in a form to which formula 3.7(2)
is applicable. Thus, breaking ( 9 ) into its real and imaginary parts
and making slight trigonometric modifications: ( To)
2 21 = 3o [ii2
kl£a±i} «. sin^r -1
)
_ 2*^1 + ^.^ _ 2Cik(ro+l) - 2Cik(r -i;j
+ j80 [22Bj|Lll} + cosk^ro-^ _ .^Lr _^ ^^ r^ + 8sik(r<rl)]
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The self impedance will be written in the same manner as in
3. 18(a). Hence, for r » a , with a satisfying 7. 1(1):
XM - eoflnekl -o,422e "Iff*1 -Ciakl] (»)
It is quite interesting to find that Re[Z la ] agrees with the
.2,6.
radiation resistance for the single wire as derived in standard texts( )
by integrating the Poynting vector over a sphere enclosing the wire.
Formula (n) gives the free space impedance of the single wire
carrying a travelling wave of current for a a 0B . It is quite capaoitive,
since the dominant term is
"j^na * ^ne input impedance of the single
wire of finite length oarrying a travelling wave of current above a
perfect ground is then given by
Z - Z rx - Z 12 + Z t (l8 )
with Z^j given by (u), with Z 12 given by (10), and with Z^ being
the internal impedance of the wire. It should be remembered that in
(lo), r is twice the height of the wire. Also, it should be emphasized
that (i2 ) is not the input impedance of the terminated wire but applies
to a hypothetical oase which oan not be realized physically, that is,
so far it has been assumed that a wire of finite length acts as if
it were terminated. This anomaly will be removed subsequently*
7,4 Having found the input impedance of a hypothetical open
line assumed to aot as if it were terminated, the resulting formula
must be interpreted physically.
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First, consider formula 7.2(1) with the values of Z 12 and Z r ^
substituted from 7.3(10) and 7.3(11), respectively, letting
k * o , l>>r .
For small values of k, the internal impedance
must be replaced by
na^o
and thus approaches the D.C. resistance.
Now, for
kr«i, r<<l, k = o,
one has
Zi =^a( ,+ J) w>>1 (1)
*i - :k J* ^
2(Zii -z, 2 ) - ^M^
-J;). (3)
To interpret ^2) physically, write
*222(1 - 1) = R° (2 - 1)
or
The expression within the bracket may be recognized as the
e lastance of a spherioal capacitor having an inner radius equivalent
to the radius of the wire and an outer radius equivalent to the center
to center spacing of the wires.
Since the right member of (a) contains the factor four, one such











7.e To arrive at an equivalent circuit for the terminated wire,
one should review the implications of formulas z.^(iz"ie) in connection
with 7.2(1). The integration paths, considered as forming one continuous




Thus, the end capacitors are required for completing the circuit
from path to path and are therefore in series. It should be remembered
that the circuit theory really calls for the field paths and the current
paths to coincide. Hence, the mathematics must actually conneot the
paths through the capacitors. Since the applied field was assumed to
be conservative, the generator may be inserted between terminals
b and d, and a terminal impedance 2Z^=Z may be inserted between
terminals c and e to complete the path and to cause the currents to
remain standing waves, that is, to make the finite line act as an
infinite line. The end capacitors will be in shunt with the generator
and with the load, respectively.














the end capacitances will be neglected. Thus, the radiation impedance
% may be written:
Zr = eo j[ g.loe +ln* +4§fkl -Ciskl]
- [coskl^jp - 4g^ +80181* -CikU +D -Cik(r -l)jj
r w (*)
+J6oJ[i±||f2Jd +S i8kl] - l COsklS2gIfl -aSiskh
+ Sik(r0+1) + Sik(r
-l)JJ
with
r - +1® +4h 2
For a long line where l>>r ,the radiation impedance reduces to
Zr i2o[o.oT72+lnkr -Cikr + |jffkr 3 +jisoSikr , (2)
which vanishes as
kr = 2» * » o,
» X '
or the radiation from an ordinary open wire transmission line is
negligible where line spacings are extremely small in comparison with
a wave length,
7.e The input impedance of the single wire terminated horizontal
antenna placed h meters above a perfect ground may now be expressed
approximately as
Zin = Zr +Zi + \Z (a)
with Zr given by 7.e(i), Z± given by 7.4(3), and with Z given by
the custimary formula for the characteristic impedance of an open
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wire line spaced sah.
Formula (1) obviously can not be exact, since the attenuation of
the current was ignored in the derivation of formula 7.3(10). The
accuracy should be increased somewhat by writing
' jcoCl V '
with
L = f cosh- 1-^ (3)
C = --Hfl ,
cosh"'' f- (4)
Also, the propagation constant a+jp may be written approximately as
a+JP - ^ocoClfZj.+Z.J+jwLl] (e)







7 For a terminated long wire antenna above a poor ground,
2r may be approximated by applying a coefficient of reflection k^
to thosfc terms which are due to the image antenna. Strictly speaking,
since k^ as given in 6.2(2) is a function of the angle of incidence,
all integrations should be repeated. However, a fair approximation
should be given by writing
where k
a is computed for normal incidence, that is, for 9=0, and




Thus, for a Beverage antenna( ) s the input impedance is given
approximately by 7.e(e) with
Z
r
= eojfrnekl - Ciskl + S±*S^ - 0.422s]f k 2kl
+kh[coskllg& - S|gjBj +2Ci2kh -Cik(r0+1) -Cik(r -l)]j
(2)
+ja \[Z^^ +Si2kl] + [coskl^g^ _2Si2kn +Sik(r0+ l)
+Sik(r -l)]j
A jaore accurate but much more complicated expression for k^ would
be
tan SB *"° cose+Ye'fTTJIg—
^ cot to
Letting
b = ijrT^i-V (4)
the mean coefficient k^ may be written
with
kv » 1 - t— .-3?B T lnyi"»*ft"«D^l¥^D- (5)h ^^ tan^L bifP^ +2h V '
Tb-b 2 = |(l
-eM-i--r- ( 6 )^£ o
Formula ( 5 ) should yield a aiore accurate determination of the




MUTUAL IMPEDANCE OF TERMINATED ANTENNAS
8.1 The integrations carried out in 7.3 will be used as a guide in
in deriving an expression for the mutual impedance of two coplanar
wires of length 1, and 1 2 with a lateral center to center displacement
of h and a spacing of r .
r* =r—
*
The currents will be assumed






I 2 » I 2(o)e (*)
with I 1(h 1 ) in phase with I 2(o), and in which h, is defined by
all vectors having the same directions.
It may be readily verified that
and that





The expression fo r Z 21 is
X4, - #<' 1/"H.[.3k(x^l-b*h ' )]».[«^Sl ]-<fi. (0
"1 ° 3Xn F 12
Integrating by parts,
^
8oosk(x>rx1-b*h 1 ); a * dxj* oxo r, 2 («)
AcoskdB-x^b+hjJr— 2— ] , - 70o8k(x 1+b)2— 2k d*a r i2 x2=l 2 k T 'dx2 r, 2 xE»o

















a r ia xa=1 a
3
' ax! r 121 ' 8x2 " r12 x2=o
S
" dx T r 120
Thus
^^oskCxg-x^b+h^^ e ,"<»*»
-jkr 121 "J^r iao ( B )
Aa / xA #T J,U ' 8/^.lnkCxtf-x^b+hOfc:6 r , o dx2 .













Substituting (e) into (e) and (b) into (b) t
" Rv, oosk(x 1+b-h 1-l 2)~ ——dx a +/>, oosk(x T+b-h,)S dx 1^
"l °*i r i2i "l 3x x r 12o
h,+l, .
x
-Jl^iBi J.i+h i , . e-3kr iB ^ 7 )
-/] , sink(x1+b-h 1-l 2)2~-_-dx 1 + jg ^inkU^b-h,)4— dx,
"1 J-* 1 * r 120
Letting
r2 - V+di*h i) 8 • ra ' V+h ?
and integrating the first two terms by parts
(e)
e
-jkr3 e~3kr l »~Jkr 2 "Jkro
fcz a, a -°oskVlcr coskU-i-la+b) i^ +oo8k(li+b) fcrg +cosk(b-l s )S^-:
s/hj





1 rlSl "1. r12
Within the first integrand of (e), let
z - la-x-L
and one obtains! (9)
"Jkr 3 ""O^r, "*3 lcr 2 ~Jkro
^Z 21 - -ooskb^ 00ak(l,-l B*b)^— + oosk(l, +b)£1_ +cosk(b-l 2)2_--
«/ 8"^ sink(x a+h n-b)2^^ 2od + , 1,+h, ,££^120
l 2
-hi-li r 12o
a ft, sxnkUi+b-h,)— cb^
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The two integrands are now in a form to whioh formula 3.7(2) is
applicable. From 3.8(13),
12"- 11 -!- 1 ! * -724* l2*hl " ^22
(10)
h i s y26» ii+h t y27
Thus, for the first integrand,
» »
r0l = r4» r02 " r2









^2. r a = r4
» »
r 23 r7 » r3 ~r5
Using the notation of 3.8(12) and dropping the superscripts!
2[/IJ22sink(h 1-b+x 1)~r-^
S
°dx 1 /87 sink(b-h 1+x 1 ) e ^dxj
J 24 K* 120 yg6 Krl20
»I-sink(b-h 1 )[CikL 21~CikL41+CikL4 2-Ciki.22-ci^7 2+Ci^e2~CikL8i+GikL7iJ




+j{oosk(b-h 1 )[CikL 21-CikL41-CikL42+CikL22+CikL72-CikLe2-CikL61-»-CikL71 ]
-sink(b-h 1)[SikL21-SikL4 ,+SikL42-SikL22-SikL72+SikL62-SikL61+SikL71 ] J
Writing y2^ as a function of h lt that is
y2i 5 y2i(h i)
and defining y^ by
yi s y2i(^)
the mutual impedance Z2 -j may be written as
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Zlx - 3oj[cosky2li£|t2 40oalsy7sgsb .C0Sky4^L .oosky|iagL_
-cosk(b-h 1 )(CikLg1-CikL41-Cikl 42+CikL22-»-CikL72-CikL68-CilcL61+CikL71 3
+3ink(b-h 1 )[SikL2i-SikL4 n+SikL4 2-SikL2a-SikL72+SikL62-SikL61+SikL71 ]j
I eoskr2 , coskfY . ooskrA , cosjaojcoskysq-r—* +cosky7-gr— 7-coaky4-^—* -ooskyB-£y
C kr2 * ' kf7 — kr4 " " *r6
-8irLk(b-h1)[CikL21-CikL41+CikL4 2--CikL22+CikL72-CikL62+CikL61-CikL71 ]





, sinoe the currents are given a terminal path in which
to flow and are not forced to flow from the ends of the wires as displacement
currents, the terms in {**) which yield the reactance of the end
capacitors will be dropped. However, it is usually much safer not to
drop the terms until the physical setup is analyzed. Thus, also
dropping the super comma on the r's t
-00sk(b-h 1)[CikLal-CikL41-CikL42+CikL22+CikL72-CikL62-CikL5 ,-»-CikL71 j
sink(b-h 1)[SikL21-SikL41+SikL42-SikL22-SikL72+SikLe2-SikLB1+SikL71 ]J
(ie)








-sink(b-h 1 )[GikL21-CikL41+CikL42-CikL2g+CikL72-CikL62+CikL61-CikL7 ,]
+cosk(b-h 1)[SikL21-SikL41-SikL42+SikL22+SikL72-SikL62-SikLel+SikL71 j
with the parameters being obtainable from a. s(is).
Formula (ie) is not applicable to collinear wires, as the reactive




e»g The previous previous results may be used for determining the
radiation impedance of two parallel open wire transmission lines eaoh
being terminated in its oharacteristio impedance.
I
v2€ -y.ae 02




with 20l and Zos given by 7.6(2).
The mutual impedances Z 13 , Z 14 , Z 23 , and Z 24 may be written by
e.s(ie), in which one lets
kb »
<f . (b)
The mesh equations are
Zllll + (Zl 3+Z 24-Z 14-Z23 )l 2 * ?1
(Z 13+Z 24-Z 14-Z 23 )I 1 + Z22I 2 s V2e
from whioh the input currents may be determined.
The radiation impedance of each line is given by




8.4 The mutual impedance of two collinear wires of radius a




by setting r a and making the customary approximations.
An interesting check upon the formula is provided in the derivation
of the intrinsic impedance of a bi-directional wave antenna, that is,
a center fed terminated wire.
I r ' r i
I
Here,
r » a, 1,-- U - 1, hi - li b - 1,
Vz " o, y4 - 1, yB 1, y7 - si, (i)
r2 *a, r4»rB»l+^L. $ r? » al+ji-,
and
a2 a 2L21 = a., L41 * ii"
= lbi» ^7i ""fr- »








^{t-fe + 2£ir1 " S2|r^i + [-Si2kl+Sik4l-Si2kl]j











The intrinsic impedance is given by
Z = 2(Z la+281 ) (4)
with Z 1X given by 7.3(11) .

Therefore
Z =» 6o[ln4kl - 0.4228 +
^jffll - Cigkl]
+j60[ i±lg4ja + si4kl _ h]
90
(«0
Comparison of (e) with 7.3(11) shows that ( B ) is identical with




MUTUAL IMPEDANCE OF OPEN AND TERMINATED WIRES
9.
l
Another useful extension of the mutual impedance concept
is that of the coupling between a symmetrically fed open wire antenna
with an assumed sinusoidally distributed current and a terminated wire
with an assumed unattenuated travelling wave of current
.
The directions are assumed to be the same for both wires, that is,
R 1 = a2 •
The currents are:
I a - Imsink(l 2-x2 ) o<x2<l 2
= ImsinkU 2+x2 ) -l 2<x2<o




The mutual impedance becomes
>i+ l'








[/_° sink(l 2+x2 ) + /o
2sink(l 2-x2 )]A2(^-j: dxj'dxj.
(*)
,-Jkr T2 -








^o Sk( x 1-h 1+b)[^^- t7_ -2COSkl2e__ ]dxa c)
•2 hi
in which
r 22 = tfr +(x,+l 2 ) 2 , r 2!L - tr
2
+(x,-l 2 ) , r2o = Vr 2+X i
In the first two terms, let
x = x 1+ l 2
and x = x-5-l 2
respectively. Then
z« • 3iilira^^rla<!0ak(b"hl"lstx) V^l^'ooiiKwva,^)
/hi+l-i / •> i e"^
kl*20 / -»
-2coslcl a/^ cosk^b-h^+x-, ) J -5 dx (3)
which may be integrated by 3.7(4). For convenience in writing the
results, refsr to 3.8(13) and write





2fZ7 . . ,e J 2o
-2coskl 2/L cosk(b-y26+x)}—- dxJ 26 TgQ
- ^2 (*)
Hence
Z21 . a = Icosk(y28-b)[CikL92-CikL82+CikL81-CikLsl j
+sink(y28-b) [SikL92-SukL82-SikL81+SikL91 ]
+cosk(y22-b)[CikL42-CikL22+CifeL 21-CikL41 ]
+ sink(y2£-b) [SikL4 a-SikL8a-SiJ£L a1 *SikL41 ] (ea)
-2coskl 2cosk(y26-b)[CikL72-CikLB2+CikL 61-CikL7 .l ]
-2coskl 2sink(y25-b) [SikL72-SikL62-SikLei+SikL71 ]
j






































9. a Formula 9.2(e) could be advantageously applied in computing
the input impedance of driven arrays in which sections of the transmission
line run parallel with the driven elements, such as in the following
diagrami
As a first approximation, applying classical transmission line
theory for an unattenuated line, if the voltage at the junction of the
lines is,V
s ,
the input currents of the antennas will be
-Vs
i, = -Is1 i7 *J*Ol
I 2 3
-jZo 2
Also, although some coupling certainly exists between the
antennas and the lines normal to them, to a first approximation such
coupling will be assumed negligible.
Now, assuming en approximate match at the terminus of line three





Thus, for the mutual impedance of antenna one and line three:
^3 ' Ul6+Z,4) ( 3 )
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in which, for Z 16
b -
-(H)' h6 « o, 16 - \, 1-, - \ (*)
and for Z 14 ,
b » +(H)» h4 - o. 1. » *, U » \ , ( 6 )
in which d is the spacing of line three.
Similarly, for the mutual impedance of antenna two and line three,
Z23 - (Z26+224) (e)
where for Z 26 ,
b = +
and for Z 24 ,
b -
-(ff), h8 - - I 1B - |, 1, - £ , (e)
or
*ia 3 -Zas • ( 9 )
The mesh equations ares
Z11I1 Z 12I e + Z 1SI3 » Va
Zaili + Z 22I 2 + Z23I3 - V2 (10)
Zai^i + Z32I 2 + Z33I 3 = V3
in which
Z33 s Z03
and in whioh the various mutual s may be computed by the appropriate
formulas herein.
To eliminate V 1 and V2 , , recall that Zo2 was selected such that




and similarly, assume Z01 selected to match line three to antenna one,
that is,
i s III"- • ( 12 )603
The input impedance to the junction is, then!
Zin=iZ 3. < 13 )
Substituting (2), (10), and (11) into (9) :
Z2
C^H-y 7*1 212Ij3 + Z 13I11 7 A i T "la-'-a T "is-'-s
•03
a
Z 13I 1 + 223I 2 o
or,
2ZiaZi3Z23 + Z?a(Z8in-Zss) ^SaUna"2") ' ° ( 16 )
Since Z 13»-Z 23 ,
(Zain**Z22 ""Z 12 ) + (Zlin-Z T1 -Z 12 ) = o . (it)
Now, Z ln = Z 22 , and hence
(Ziin+Z 2in ) » a(Z al +Z 12 ). (ie)
To interpret (is), recall that if the mesh equations were set
up for the two antennas alone ignoring the coupling of line three,
the input impedance to each antenna would be Z 1:J+Z 12 . Hence, to
a first approximation, even though the operating frequence is such
that line t^hree radiates some energy, due to the physical symmetry
of the system, the coupling between the antennas and the line is
balanced out at the junction of the lines*
The above problem serves to illustrate how the preceding formulas
might be applied. It is true that the analysis of the problem is
not too rigorous, since various approximations were made which, in effect,
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assumed the current distributions were unaltered by the presence of
the line. However, the analysis does indicate hew one could include
the coupling of the parallel portion of the open line when computing
the input impedance of an antenna system. Also, the result does not
imply that the coupling between the line and the antennas will always
be negligible to a first approximation, since it was the physical





lo.i in conclusion, it should be mentioned that although the
integral equation formulation of some of the problems solved in this
treatise may possibly be more rigorous mathematically, the solution of
the integral equations are usually carried out by a series of approximations.
In some instances, the degree of approximation may yield a more aocurate
solution than can be achieved by an a oriari assumption of a current
distribution based upon experimental evidence. In other instances,
experimental results have checked more closely with results obtained
by methods similar to those employed in this treatise. Also, the
majority of the problems solved herein have not previously been
considered in the same degree of generality by the integral equation
method.
From an engineering point of view, both the theory and the
resulting formulas presented herein are certainly worthwhile.
Concerning the theory, an engineer usually prefers to consider more
advanced problems as generalizations of fundamental problems with
which he is already familiar. Hence, most engineers probably prefer
to think of the coupling between antennas and transmission lines in
terms of a generalized circuit theory. Certainly, an engineer prefers
to have a formula in which he may substitute his parameters and
achieve a direct solution even though he knows the solution is only
a good approximation. This, in many instances, is all that is necessary.
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Possibly it should be mentioned that the notion of a generalized
circuit is by no means original. However, the generality to which the
notion is carried is original and the formulas derived by this method,
except when reduced to certain special cases, are original.
Is is believed that future applications will justify the presentation
of this treatise. One such application may be that of finding the
input impedance of an unidirectional rhombic antenna. If suitable
approximations are made in finding a formula for the mutual impedance
of the two wires of a terminated Vee antenna, then one may immediately
find the input impedance of the terminated rhombic antenna with the
aid of the formulas derived herein. Possibly a large number of other
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